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  def for(url) do 
    url = prepend_http(url) 

    {_, response } = 
      url 
      |> discover 
      |> HTTPoison.get([], @redirect) 
    case response do 
      %HTTPoison.Response{status_code: 200, body: 
body} -> 
        decoded_body = 
          Poison.decode!(body) 
          |> strip_newline_chars 

        cond do 
            is_twitter?(url) -> 
              format_twitter_response(decoded_body) 
            is_instagram?(url) -> 
              format_instagram_response(decoded_body, 
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CREDO
https://github.com/rrrene/credo

https://github.com/rrrene/credo


defp format_by_content_type(:content_type, response) do 
  # formats responses and handles errors 
end

defp format_url(url) do 
 # standardizes url based on certain requirements 
end

def for(url) do 
  url 
  |> format_url 
  |> get_embed_data 
  |> format_by_content_type 
end

defp get_embed_data(response) do 
  # attempts to extract embed data from external source 
end
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@type embed :: map() 

@spec for(String.t) :: embed 
def for(url) do 
  url 
  |> parse_response 
  |> format_by_content_type 
end
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The return type tuple() in the specification 
of init/1 is not a subtype of 'ignore' | 
{'ok',_} | {'stop',_} |{'ok',_,'hibernate' | 
'infinity' | non_neg_integer()}, which is 
the expected return type for the callback of 
'Elixir.GenServer' behaviour

Function handle_cast/2 has no local return 



 @spec insert_changeset(content,  
%{}) :: Ecto.Changeset.t

 @spec insert_changeset(content,  
%{}) :: struct

EQUIVALENT



Silly me. It turns out (unsurprisingly so) that I was 
wrong, and Dialyzer was right, all along. It would keep 
telling me my -spec was wrong, and I kept believing it 
wasn't. I lost my fight, Dialyzer and my code won. This is 
a good thing, I believe. 

http://learnyousomeerlang.com/dialyzer

http://learnyousomeerlang.com/dialyzer
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@doc “”” 
Attempts to fetch and extract embed 
data for a url and format it 
according to the defined content type 
“”” 
@spec for(String.t) :: embed 
def for(url) do 
  url 
  |> get_embed_data 
  |> format_by_content_type 
end



@doc “”” 
Attempts to fetch and extract embed data for a 
url and format it according to the defined 
content type 
“”” 
@spec fetch_and_extract_embed(String.t) :: embed 
def fetch_and_extract_embed(url) do 
  url 
  |> get_embed_data 
  |> format_by_content_type 
end
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EXCOVERALLS
https://github.com/parroty/excoveralls

https://github.com/parroty/excoveralls
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APPLICATION NUMBER OF 
CONTRIBUTORS PROJECT AGE

MONOLITH 59 BEGINNINNG  
OF TIME



APPLICATION NUMBER OF 
CONTRIBUTORS PROJECT AGE

FIRST ELIXIR APP 
POWERS CLIENTS 23 2.5 YEARS

OEMBED 12 2 YEARS

METADATA 10 8 MONTHS
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